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EXINI: New BSI-results to be presented at cancer conference 
 
New BSI-data have been generated using the software package, EXINI bone

BSI
, for a prostate cancer project. 

The results will be presented at the medical science conference “European Society for Medical Oncology 
(ESMO) 2014 Congress” in Madrid, Spain, September 26–30. The project includes EXINI’s biomarker BSI 
(Bone Scan Index) and a novel drug substance developed for the treatment of prostate cancer. 
 
Prostate cancer spreads to the skeleton, and bone scintigraphy (bone scan) is used for monitoring this 
progression of the disease. With EXINI’s unique BSI-calculation, clinicians acquire a measurement of the 
skeletal tumour burden, which has a significant prognostic value. The change in the BSI observed during the 
treatment of patients suffering from metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer showed that the BSI acts 
as a marker of the clinical effects of the drug.  
 
www.webges.com 
 
“This study indicates that quantification of bone metastases using the BSI is a valuable complement to 
traditional methods for the evaluation of treatment response in metastatic prostate cancer.” says Magnus 
Aurell, CEO, EXINI Diagnostics AB. 
 
 
More on Bone Scan Index (BSI): 
BSI is an imaging biomarker providing fast, accurate and quantifiable information to be used for diagnostics and 
stratification, monitoring of treatment response and increased prognostic accuracy in the management of 
patients suffering from skeletal metastases originating from prostate - or breast cancer. 
 
BSI has also demonstrated its importance in the process of developing new drugs, thus proving itself equally 
important for clinical use as for pharmaceutical industry. EXINI bone

BSI
 serves as the only software capable to 

extract BSI-value for both these purposes. 
 

www.bonescanindex.org 
www.exini.com/software-bone-bsi/ 
www.esmo.org 
 
 
 
For more information, please contact:  
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Phone: +46 46-286 54 25 
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